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TOGETHER WE CAN ACHIEVE SUCCESS AND CREATE  MORE BEAUTIFUL TOMORROW.

When starting constant cooperation with us,

you can count on the support of a personal advisor, who 
will provide guidance on the products, stock availability 
and current order status.

We use an individual approach to each partner  - 
satisfaction with cooperation matters most to us.

JOIN OUR PARTNER PROGRAMME
FOR DISTRIBUTORS OF
TERRA PRODUCTS
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Attractive discounts:

NUNO’NI

TERRA FLOWER TOWERS

TERRA FORM

TERRA EASTER

TERRA CHRISTMAS

OTHER BRANDS

35%

30%

25%

20%

20%

1 5 %

brand discount

1

WE OFFER



2 Cooperating with us You can count on free samples (one of 
each model), that will increase the attractiveness of your offer.
The condition is to pay the deposit in the amount of  50% 
value of the product. The deposit is returnable after ordering 
5 pieces of a given model.
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3
Leaflets, material charts, catalogues, brochures, presenta-
tions - everything required for the promotion of our prod-
ucts will be provided. Also, you will receive the latest in-
formation about the offer and special campaigns sooner 
than everybody else. We will keep you updated.
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4 At the end of the year - bonus:

≥ 40 000 €

≥ 65 000 €

≥ 100 000 €

≥ 140 000 €

2 %

3 %

4 %

5 %

Bonus for the yearly net sale of the products:
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Please remember: 

The amount of the discount you can distribute to yourself as a commission 

or as a discount to your client. 

Transport cost is set individually for every order. Its amount is indicated while 

creating the offer. When buying Terra products over 10,000 EUR,  transport 

cost is covered by the Terra Group company (within EU).

Discounts do not sum up with other special offers (sales, discount coupons, 

promotions, etc.).
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nunoni.com terraformdesign.eu
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https://www.nunoni.com/en/
https://www.nunoni.com/en/
https://www.terraformdesign.eu/
https://www.terraformdesign.eu/


terrachristmas.com terra-flower-tower.com terraeaster.com
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https://terrachristmas.com/
https://terrachristmas.com/
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/
https://terraeaster.com/en/
https://terraeaster.com/en/
https://www.terraformdesign.eu/
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